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LEARNING TO STUDY
Having been in Hungary for only a year it might seem presumptuous of me to offer my opinions upon what
I perceive to be the shortcomings of the Hungarian education system. Let me, therefore, explain why I feel
qualified to do so. I had the good fonune (or bad - depending on which way you look at it) to be trained
to teach English as a foreign language by a company in England going under the name of European Training
and Communications (ETC). Subsequently armed with my TEFL Certificate and with the promise of a job
in exotic and far away climes, I was invited into the office one clay to be told that there was a position for
me in Hungary should I decide to accept it. "Isn't there anywhere else?" I asked plaintively. A somewhat
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inauspicious beginning you might think - and you would be right! After spending a month or so sleep ing
on someone else's flo or with four other people I eventually decided that, assurances to the contrary, jf I
wanted a job I'd bettedook for one myself. In the meantime, however, I began to look at my surrolihdings
with a (perhaps not uhsurprisingl~under the circumstances) rather eritical eye.
Now, the place to which I'dbe~nsent was a small town about forty kllometres from Debrecen call ed
Berettyóújfalu .. immediately found it .of interest because of what Icame to see as a powerful s,en~eof
community, that is, a feeling;~fsoliaa,rityortogetherness which seemedto span not only the gaps bernreen
the generations but also those existing because of differences in education, wealth, status, etc. I couldn't quite
put my finger on the teasonforthis, but I assumed that two thingswere possible: either what I was
witnessing/experiencigg was therrsultofcommunism or it was theproduct of a reactio n against it by the
majority of the p<?pulation thf!mselves, a kind of collective self-defense mechanism.
This impression was latersupported by myfurther observing the facrthat, becauseHungary has what is
commonly describedas a 'scarcity'economy, this necessarily involved,agreat deal of what I have come.to
know as ,networking'J that is, each individual in society tends to belong to a small group of others withwhom
he/she has some affinityandfrom'whom he/she can expect/give~amodicumof economiclsocial support.
These, if you like, 'smallgroups' have, when the need arises, access to larger groups which can offer further
help/support and thetírgest group of alI is, of course, society itself. Having developedthe theory thus far it
seemed to me far more likely that it wasthis that had fostered the sense of community that I'd deteéted
earlier and that it was atmost certainlythe result of a reaction against theC:omml).nist system that had
previously helds~~y.lriötherw6rds, communism had successfullycreated a senseof community amongst
its citizens - in spite of itselfl
...
On the other hand,it was alsq noti«~abre that the people of Hungary were also depressed, thatis, bpth
economically and spirits~lly (try takinga loo~ at the success of the so-called 'charismatic' churches and ask
yourselfwhytheir emphasis uponecstaticfoflm ofworship and 'praying for money' is so successful).Clearly
what was requiredwas aplOreWesternized outlook which, while preservingthat sense of togetherness that
r d earlier observed, inje~ted sornething of thatrugged entrepreneurialspirit of individualism familiar to us
from televisionprogrammes suchas Dallas, that is, the desire to succeed in financial terms but without the
ruthlessness of character displayed bymen like Jocky Ewing.
So, how to go about producing suchparagonsof human virtue? I had no idea unti!, driven byeconomic
necessity myself, l encounteredrny firstexample of 'networking', that is, I took the bus to Debrecen and,
armed with my doctoratein Englishliterature, asked Dr István Rácz, that is, the Director of the AngloAmerican Institute at Debrecen's Kossuth LajosTudományegyetem, for ajob. Hedidn't have one, but he
'might know a man who did', and I was subsequently sent for an interview with Dr. József Csapó, that is,
the Director of Debrecen's Centre for English Teacher T raining. He was kin d enough to employ me as a
lecturer in English and American literature and, following later negotiations, I also found myself at the main
building giving seminars in British literature. AlI's well.that ends weIl? Certainly, but the story doesn't end there.
Obviously, if you're going to try to inculcate a spirit ofcreative individualism in society then you need to think in
terms of education, which is what I began to consider whilst trying to teach my students to think for themselves.
The problem - as I came to perceive it - was twofold, that is, at .university level what the system was
tending to produce were students who had good memories. Iwould give thema paper to sit and they would
regurgitate something they' d learned Eroma textbook the night before and an often garbled and incomprehensible version to boot! College students, however, although muchmoreflexible in terms of what they
learned, that is, they didn't simply produce what they gleaned fromtextbboks but alsp what they heardin
the seminars, were totally inflexible in the sense that they could on(ylearn, that is, they were - or seeil1ed to
me to be - whoIly incapable of studying. In 0mer words, the students.that I encountered Ín Hungaryweren't
able to analyze material for themselves; for exalllple, I could give mern apoem by Robert Frost arid they
could do two things with it, that is, they could learn it and regurgitateitlater when required or th~ycould
learn by rote my own analysis of it and regurgitate that later. Originality of thought was, to say the least, rare.
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Now, because analysis of any sort requires imagination, it is the very essence of creativity, which (leaving
aside any question of business knowledge/expertise) is the sine qua non of economic success in capitalist
societies. If you wish to create a capitalist society you therefore need to create conditions in which students
are encouraged to use their imaginations rather than rely purely on memOly alone. At the moment there is
special emphasis upon value for money in the educatÍon system, which means that the more prestigious
universities and colleges, that is, those at which the students receive grants, are likely to want to retain their
entrance examinations in some form, that is, theyare incurably conservatÍve in outlook. I say this because,
in my view, the best way to change the type of student being produced in Hungary today would be via the
points system. In other words, by testing for creativity, that is, the ability to analyse or use one's imagination,
and awarding points for this at the secondary level of education, you could circumvent the need for entrance
examinations at the college/university level. This way students would be free to choose from a variety of
educational institutions which best suited their creative/entrepreneurial potential.
In financial terms, emphasis would undoubtedly have to be shifted away from what have been the major
centres oflearning - at least until a certain amount of restructuring/rethinking has taken place in terms of
what is to be taught and how ro teach it, which leads us ro another interesting point. It' s alI very well creating
a class of 'go-ahead' people with driving ambition, but if you don't want to create a Darwinesque survival
of the fittest' type of environment which, to quote Tennyson, is 'red in rooth and claw', that is, one in which
the many are exploited/preyed upon by the few, then you have to think about retaining that sense of social
cooperation and consideration for others that we looked at eadier.
In other words, there has ro be a humanitarian ethos behind what is being taught and, in this regard, I
would refer you to the work of HIER in exploring what has bee n described as the 'hidden curriculum' in
the classroom. Theoretically the importance of this is paramount and the idea is a qui te simple one: behind
what is taught is the way that it is taught, which suggests that (overdy not covertly - once we're conscious
of how the 'hidden curriculum' operates then there' s no need to hide our use of that knowledge) we can
inculcate a value system of a humanitarian type into our students which will offset the problems associated
with that 'too rugged' approach which we often see in the less-than-caring face of capitalism in Western
Europe and elsewhere.
In England and the United States, for example, the curriculum is broad based, that is, srudents are not
expected to specialize so early; or, indeed, to the extentthat those in Hungaly are required so to do. In other
words, these countries tend to focus on creating what they like to think of as 'all-rounders' - people with a
general capability to tackle anything, that is. This, of course, has the advantage of placing the individual
within a much larger framework, that is, he/she is likely to be open to a larger variety of influences for a
much longer period of time.
To put it in very simple terms: a specialist in astronomy (such as we might find in Hungary), widl a great
knowledge of how the stars move in their courses and the ability to plot their movements accurately,
mightn't recognize its business potential to the extent that a research student at UCLA might adapt that
understanding to produce horoscopes for one or more of a plethora of magazin es devoted to nonsense of
that type, and he/she would be capable of doing this not simply because of his/her specialist learning but
because of the wider perspective that a through earlier grounding in areas such as the arts, social (as weIl as
hard) sciences, humanities, etc. tends to produce. In short, if Hungaly is going to progress beyond its
economic legacy from communism, that is, a system in which, though everyone was capable of attaining the
sam e relatively low standard of living, none ever reached the dizzying heights of obtaining more than they
needed through their own business acumen, then future generations have to be educated not only to think
analytically, that is, imaginatively/creatively, but also within a much wider framework that allows them to
make connections and view possibilities that only a multidisciplinalY syllabus can bring about. So, myadvice
to you is straightforward: test for imagination at the secondary level and send the most creative students to
the best institutions (if théy're not the best they soon will be when this new breed of students have bee n
there for a while!), and don't make your children specialize so early. Let them choose a variety of subjects
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from a multidisciplinary 'menu' at around fourteen years of age (eighteen is early enough for the kind of
specialization that is useful in terms of the professioos, for example) and hope that, guided by the Spirit
which moves us alI, they will succeed in allowing their creativity to emerge from the vortex of potential that
they have immersed themselves in. Have faith in your children and in their ability to create a future worth
seeing and I'm sure you'll receive the rewards we've alI been seeking for so long!
And a word, finally, for the parents of these carriers of hope. Have you ever looked at a doud in the sky
and let your imagination do with it what it wills? After a while you might see a shape and then later that
vague outline might resolve itself into a bird or an animaI (a dragon perhaps). When I was a child my own
mother would say to me: "Look at that doud! Can you see apirate ship in it?" At first, of course, r d Iook at
her as if she were a crazy woman, but soon I began to understand what she meant (or I thought I did) . I was
soon abI e to see her pirate ship (perhaps not the same ship and sometimes maybe not even in the same cloud)
and later I was abI e to 'see' things for myself (and I stíll can). But the point of alI this is that she taught me
two things: everyone has basically the same imaginative faculty, and everyone is capable of using it.
The problem is getting us to use/apply it, which is where we are now. So, the next time you're out and
about with your smaller offspring ladies and gendemen, employ that feeling of community and togetherness
which, stiU existing in Hungary today, bridges the gap be;.tween the generations, and persuade them to stare
at a cloud for a few minutes before p.sking - if you can't see anything there for yourself: what do you sed .
Maybe they'll be able to tell you about the future - and one day maybe they'll even begin to make it happen.

ROBINUSHER

LITHUANIA: THE CURRENT SITUATION OF
PUPILS AND SCHOOL ASSESSMENT
The restoration of Lithuania' s independence in 1990 mandated for intensive reforms in alI spheres of life
including educatÍon. The leading principles of transformation in education from autocratic and centralized,
subject based system to democratic, child centered, flexibIe system are contained in General Conception of
Lithuanian education (GC). In 1991 the Education Act (EA) adopted by the Lithuanian Paaiament created
the legal conditions to take practical steps and constitutÍoned conceptual grounds for the reform.
Aforementioned conditions influenced in certain level on pupil and school assessment. Unti! recent years
the uniformed teaching and evaluation of pupils achievement was used for alI grades (1 to 12). Assessment
was expressed in marks (1 to 5), essentially norm-referenced. Marking was main ly a private matter of a
teacher, based on subject specific, there was no aggregating of marks across the subjects. National examinatioos were set after the grade 9 and at the end of secondary school, aU examinations were compulsOlY.
Current developments
In the last five years revision of all subjects (especially social and humanities) curriculum and assessment
system and development of new standards, targets and methods of evaluation is on stage due to:
changing needs and demands of society; change of the general concept of education; development of
new curriculum guidelines; development of new school graduation/examination system; changing role
of a teacher in reformed school.

